COURSE DESCRIPTION

McAfee Data Loss Prevention Endpoint 11.0 Essentials Course Bundle

McAfee® Education Services eLearning course

The McAfee® Data Loss Prevention Endpoint 11.0 Essentials Course Bundle consists of two courses. McAfee Data Loss Prevention Endpoint 11.0 Essentials—Overview, Installation, and Configuration (one of two) provides attendees with training on the design, setup, configuration, and management of the data loss prevention (DLP) appliances. In addition, students will learn how to effectively implement the software in a complex enterprise. McAfee Data Loss Prevention Endpoint 11.0 Essentials—Data Protection and Endpoint Discovery (two of two) provides examples of best practices and use cases that will aid in designing and deploying effective data protection rules and strategies in a corporate environment. It further covers how to find sensitive content and how McAfee Data Loss Prevention Endpoint (McAfee DLP Endpoint) integrates with other products to provide even more security capabilities. Each course is approximately four hours in length.

Course Goals

Overview, Installation, and Configuration (one of two)
- Describe the McAfee Data Loss Prevention (McAfee DLP) Portfolio, as well as the purpose of portfolio solutions.
- Plan a McAfee DLP Endpoint deployment.
- Install and configure McAfee DLP Endpoint solution components.
- Manage user roles and permissions.

Data Protection and Endpoint Discovery (two of two)
- Create device control rules required to eliminate data loss through hardware devices.
- Design data protection rules to protect data in various locations and using various methods.
- Create and implement data protection rules in McAfee® ePolicy Orchestrator® software.
- Create and deploy endpoint discovery rules.
- Use queries and reports to gather and display McAfee DLP data.
- Integrate McAfee DLP with other supported McAfee and third-party products.

Audience

System and network administrators, security personnel, auditors, and/or consultants concerned with network and system security should take this course.
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Agenda at a Glance—8 hours

Overview, Installation, and Configuration (one of two)
- Module 1: Course Overview
- Module 2: McAfee DLP Solution Overview
- Module 3: McAfee DLP Endpoint Fundamentals
- Module 4: Deployment Planning
- Module 5: Preparing the Environment
- Module 6: Installation

Recommended Pre-Work

It is recommended that students have a working knowledge of Microsoft Windows administration, system administration concepts, a basic understanding of computer security concepts, and a general understanding of internet services.

Data Protection and Endpoint Discovery (two of two)
- Module 13: Device Control
- Module 14: Device Rules
- Module 15: Classifying Content
- Module 16: Criteria Rules
- Module 17: Data Protection Definitions
- Module 18: Data Protection Rules

Module 7: Client Deployment
Module 8: Client Configuration
Module 9: Help Desk
Module 10: Permission Sets
Module 11: Policy Manager
Module 12: User Definition

Learn More

To order, or for further information, please email: SecurityEducation@mcafee.com.